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Engaging citizens and society

Selected Initiatives

- Public lecture series on Global Health
- Intersectoral mobility for Early Career Researchers
- Democracy in Schools

Public Lecture Series

From April to October 2023, the University of Belgrade hosted a series of Public Interactive Lecture on Global Health to present a contemporary global health outlook. The lectures were open to the public and live streamed, to reach a broad audience.

**Public Lectures in Global Health at a glance:**
- 3 public lectures
- 17 experts
- 95 participants

Read more on our website

Intersectoral Mobility

To have Early-Career Researchers (ECRs) engage with citizens and society outside of academia, 10 ECRs were selected and awarded a 2 000€ grant each in summer 2023, enabling them to work with non-academic associate partners.

**Testimonial from Stephen Leach, PhD candidate at Humboldt University:** "It was quite remarkable to access the network of Oslo Science City and Circle U., to see how the innovation district is growing and interconnecting. The experience has been great, and has probably improved my chances of finding another job."

Read more on our website

Democracy in Schools

The “Democracy in Schools” program aimed at understanding how democracy and citizenship are understood by the European youth in an interdisciplinary way. It resulted in a 2-day workshop at the University of Oslo in Spring 2023.

"Since then, we have continued working together, sharing knowledge and experiences, in response to both urgent incidents such as the school shooting in Belgrade in May and long term, seeking to develop more inclusive education."

Elin Sather, Associate Professor at University of Oslo, leader of “Democracy in Schools” initiative.

Read more on our website
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